NOTIFICATION

Changes affecting the order of the Fall Semester of the academic year 2020/21, effective from 16 November 2020

The Government – through the Government Decree 484/2020. (XI.10.) Section 14 subsection (1), on the second phase of protection measures to be applied in the event of the state of emergency – ordered that education in a higher education institution shall be continued within the framework of digital education.

Pursuant to the Government Decree, and in accordance to the Code of Studies (CoS) Section 13/A. subsection (4), all study activities (study sessions, study performance evaluation) must be organized and carried out in the form of distance education work order.

Working days exchanged to holidays as a result of the extraordinary holiday ordered by the Rector’s Order 3/2020. (XI. 10.) results in a drop of working days from the semester, endangering the conduct of study activities and performance evaluations announced for the semester and the proper evaluation of students’ study work.

The provision contained in Section 2 subsection (2) of the Rector's Order on the Extraordinary Educational Breaks allows summative academic performance assessments lost due to the break to be retained at a later date. Pursuant to the authorization received in regulations Section 233/A subsection (1) of CoS, I authorize that academic performance assessments originally announced for 13 November 2020 (Friday) may – in contrary to the Section 91 subsection (5) of CoS – also take place on 27 November 2020 (Friday), which is intentionally holiday due to the Open Day, and certain study activities (especially laboratory practices) may be supplemented in the form of distance education with prior notice to the students concerned.
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